Song Assembly Scheduled For November 13

With the belief that the music of the ancient world should be preserved just as we today study and try to preserve the music of the American Indian, the Negro, and other racial groups, Mr. J. Phillips-Robertson, musicologist, will present "Songs Hts of 1944 (B.C.V.)" for a B.C.C. audience third period, November 13, in JC 117.

Mr. Phillips-Robertson's baritone voice made him a member of a Ziegfeld cast starring Eddie Cantor, and a confidante with Fred Astaire and Victor Moore on Broadway. While singing on Broadway at night, he taught the study of music at Teachers' College, N.Y., during the day and also his voice and music in Oriental music. Later, during visits to states in Syria, Palestine, and Egypt, he saw many displays of curious and archaic devices for making music which had come from excavations of old buildings by archaeologists. Using these models, he reconstructed his own collection of musical instruments which includes the long-neck lute, symphara, timbrel, rebab, ten-string palmyra, and others.

Mr. Phillips-Robertson makes every instrument himself, and throughout the presentation he wears an authentic Palestinian costume.

Waiters Club Organized; Russell To Preside; Kaiser Is Vice-

Acting in her capacity as Director of Student Activities, last night, Miss Russell organized a club last week, whose purpose is to unite all the jaynees who are definitely waiting for some special member of the male species to return from the service. Russell was elected president; Barbara Kaiser, vice-president; Ann Young, secretary; and Dorothy Dabel, treasurer. Miss Lorraine Bayer, secretary in the Junior office, is advisor to the club.

The members are planning an active schedule, including both social affairs such as parties, week-end trips, and hikes, and service functions such as keeping up scrap books.

Le Cercle Francis Pina Drive For Needy French

At a meeting in JC 17 last half of second period Friday, October 20, Le Cercle Francis Pina planned a book and woolen-clothing drive. The items are needed for these drives will be sent to France.

As an incentive for contributions of books, the club is asking all donor to subscribe his name and address inside the cover. Books of any type will be accepted.

The woolen drive is for clothing to send to French civilians in the special need on children's sizes. The drive will terminate during the second week of November. Any donations may be given to Rene Ketch in the B.C.C. bookstore.

AWS Rummage Sale Will Be November 25

AWS hold their second rally of the semester Friday, first half of second period, on Town 38. Purpose of the rally was to announce the annual rummage sale to be held November 25 and the top drive that will start in December.

Girls were urged to bring all old clothes, jewelry, shoes, and so forth to school and contribute them to the sale. Proceeds from this event will go to an annual Radiant House dance to be given in the next year. There are more students this year, it is expected that the take-from the sale will exceed even last year, which was quite high.

To promote the top drive, parties will be held in December. All girls are invited to come and bring all old things they have to sell. At the party, the girls will repair the items. Plan for this get-together are not yet complete, but it was announced that cider and donuts will be served.

Nurses Club Hostess To Mrs. Swaboda

The newly organized Nurses Club will have its first luncheon November 7. Mary Swaboda, from the surgeon general's office, will be on the National Council of Maternity Nursing Service.

Mrs. Swaboda will speak Friday, November 7, second period, in a general meeting in Assembly JC 117. Her subject will be nursing and the Cadet Nurses Corps. She will also speak to Mrs. Albritch's fourth period anatomy class.

The Nurses' Club is now in the Junior Collegen this year. Members are: Barbara Burkhan, chairman; April Young, secretary; and Dorothy Dabel, treasurer. Miss Lorraine Bayer, secretary in the junior office, is advisor to the club.

The members are planning an active schedule, including both social affairs such as parties, week-end trips, and hikes, and service functions such as keeping up scrap books.

Former BJC Student Enlists in SPARS

Marjorie Pagan, former jaynee student and member of BJC, is now in training as a personnel officer in the SPARS. Marjorie, who was in her second college year when she enlisted in the service, left Palm Beach, Florida, Monday evening, October 30. She plans to be six weeks in boot camp and will join the SPARS in foundations of the SPARS, and will prepare for work in the public of ship of the organization. She was a psychology major in BJC and had dealt with people through the Public Relations Club here. Marjorie will be sent to New York so that she can have her first experience after leaving boot camp, and will remain in the service for six months after the end of the war.

JC Swing Band. Led by Kavern, Performs Soon

Swing, not too hot and not too slow, is the feature of the newly-organized jaynee swing band. Formed for entertainment at dances and social functions and talented in that field, the group will soon be ready to perform for public. Members meet three times a week, usually at the home of a participant. Harold Kavern, leader of the band, describes as a "club" type of activity. "It's just for fun," Dr. Taint is drum major; Earl Friesen, bassist, and Barbara Lee Farrall, pianist. The sax section is composed of Bud Steele and Bill Goff, who also plays clarinet. Lowell Faust is the remaining clarinetist for the group. "Trumpets" are played by Ray Rogers and Bob Kennedy, and trombones are. Stephen House and Paul Mason. Numbers which are usually in the repertory of the group are: "Lee Brown," "In the Mood," "San Fernando Valley," "Time Waited for No One," "Dreams," "G. I. Jazz," and "Bye Bye the Blues Horizon," which may become the theme song for the group.

Exec Council Reports

Working under a new system of parliamentary procedure, BJC's executive council has been busy making plans for future BJC functions and completing reports on past events. The council was informed that Saturday, December 5, has been set as the date for the annual BJC Christmas dance. The dance will be held in the Palm Room of Bakersfield Inn with music furnished by Gwynn Black and his orchestra.

Barbara Wallace reported that about 2950 people had been listed over the Bakersfield War Chest from receipts at the dance co-sponsored by BJC, R.C., and Phi Mu. Wallace reported that the carnival had cost the student body social funds about $180.90.

Freshman representatives to the council have devised programs which will surely be a source of interest to help compile a file of student talent. Students are urged to cooperate in this endeavor.

In an effort to achieve 100 per cent participation in school banding, President Wallace asked each council member to contact several non-student body card holders. The council hopes that through knowledge of the real meaning of student body cards, each student enrolled will want to cooperate.

Renegades Lose To All-Stars; Down Night School

The All-Stars, 53, BJC, 25; Voice Is High Scorer

Beijayee's Renegades went down fighting Monday night when the Bakersfield All-Stars defeated them by a score of 52-25. Though the Mon- rons lost, the game, they showed much improvement over their first contest against and played as a unit than previously.

The starting line up included Kaven, Friesen, Hendree, Black, and Gard and later in the first half of the game the game began. Hendree, Black, and Friesen entered the game. Renegades started off the scoring with a basket by Gard followed by a Voice took the lead and stayed ahead for the remainder of the game.

In the second half, the team now action. Voice and Garden exhibited hot shooting and the team used a tight defense throughout. Hendree was high scorer with 13 points.

October 23 Game

Following the first game of the season, the Voice won over Night School, 21-17. People took the lead and never gave up. Four players including Dick Teague, right guard, Earl Friesen, center, Paul Mason, right guard, and Paul Mason, right guard, represented the Renegades. Friesen and Mason represented the Voice in the game played.

October 25 Game

Following the first game of the season, the Voice won over Night School, 21-17. People took the lead and never gave up. Four players including Dick Teague, right guard, Earl Friesen, center, Paul Mason, right guard, and Paul Mason, right guard, represented the Renegades. Friesen and Mason represented the Voice in the game played.
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Who's Who On the J. C. Campus

By JULIA ANANDSON

Who's Who on the JC Campus has been one of the hottest topics of the year. With the recent events of last fall and the move to a new campus, there has been much talk about who is who on the J.C. campus.

Jennifer Whittington

Jennifer Whittington is a sophomore from Chicago. She is known for her infectious smile and her ability to make everyone feel welcome. Jennifer is active in student affairs, participating in various clubs and organizations.

Robert Brown

Robert Brown is a senior from New York. He is a member of the J.C. track team and is known for his dedication to sports. Robert is also a member of the debate team, which he joined to improve his public speaking skills.

Samantha White

Samantha White is a junior from Pennsylvania. She is a member of the school newspaper staff and is known for her writing skills. Samantha is also involved in community service projects.

Karen Thompson

Karen Thompson is a sophomore from California. She is active in the J.C. theater program and is known for her acting skills. Karen is also involved in music and is a member of the school choir.

Second Line, Lee Karpe, Reported Killed

Lee Karpe, a senior at J.C., was killed in a recent tragic accident. Lee was well-liked by his classmates and was active in student affairs. He will be deeply missed by everyone at J.C.
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BRIDGE RIVER

MILITARY MALAPRAS

G.I. Training Given To Dogs Of K-9 Corps

Dogs in the K-9 Corps of the Army are being trained to perform a variety of tasks, including search and rescue, security, and combat. The dogs are trained by experienced handlers in a rigorous program to ensure their success.

China-Bolivia

China-Bolivia relations have been strained in recent years. The two countries have had disputes over territory and resource extraction. The situation has been exacerbated by recent political changes in both countries.

The Finest of Work

PAC CLEANERS

Your One-stop Shop

Start Fall Painting Now

Complete Stock

Gilders Paint

A. H. CARPENTER IMPELMENT HOUSE

25 for $1.75

With This Coupon

VALLEY OFFICE

A. H. CARPENTER & SONS

STRAIN SOX

55c

Bright Colors

6 for $3.00

SEIL'S

"The Man Shop"

6421 Nineteenth Street

SEIL'S

R. A. R. 11:00 A.M.

"The Man Shop"

Bright Colors

6 for $3.00

JACK ON SHORE DUTY; Oldest PT Sunk

Jack was one of the original members of the PT Unit. He has served with the Unit for many years and is known for his dedication to duty. He is currently on shore duty, where he is responsible for maintaining the equipment and ensuring its readiness for future use.

Second Line, Lee Karpe, Reported Killed

Lee was a popular student at J.C. and was well-liked by his classmates. He was a member of the J.C. theater program and was known for his acting skills. Lee's death has left a hole in the hearts of many at J.C.
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Are You An Average Student?

Are you working to your greatest ability? Are you perhaps working beyond your greatest ability? You may feel that you are just stuffing along, hoping to maintain a "C" average, and not really trying to achieve any greater things. Probably very few of us live up to our fullest potential. It has been stated that we should be in school to develop our skills and to be interested in learning about the world around us. In order to do this we must try our very best. The purpose of school is to teach us how to think, how to evaluate and to keep a continuous interest in learning.

Occidental Offers Scholarships

Occidental College has announced that every year, in order to attract and encourage college students, Occidental offers full scholarships to qualified students. In preparation for the college entrance examinations, it is important to keep an eye on the requirements for obtaining a scholarship. Classroom work, however, is not the only thing one should worry about. One must also be aware of the financial aid available from the government, as well as the financial aid programs offered by colleges and universities. Many scholarships are available for students who are interested in a particular field of study, and the requirements for obtaining a scholarship will vary depending on the subject.

Furloughs Interrupt Normal School Life

With the end of the Thanksgiving holiday, the students of the Occidental College campus are returning to the normal school schedule after the two-week furlough. During the furlough, the students are able to relax and enjoy the holidays, but the furlough also allows them to reflect on their academic goals and to prepare for the rest of the semester.

Pranksters Cheat Students

The Occidental College campus has experienced a recent surge in cheating among the students. The pranksters have been targeting students who are preparing to take exams, and are attempting to steal their answers. This behavior is disruptive and unfair to the students who are trying to achieve their academic goals. It is important for the students to take the necessary precautions to prevent cheating, and to report any suspicious activities to the appropriate authorities.

Dance Scheduled For November 22 To Aid Dr. Pees

Plans are being made for a dance to be held on November 22, 1954, in order to raise funds for Dr. Pees. The dance will be held at the Occidental College campus, and will feature live music and a variety of fun activities. The proceeds from the dance will be used to support Dr. Pees, who is a prominent academic and scholar.

Bird Attends Two-Day Berkeley Conference

Jean Bird, a prominent scholar and academic, attended a two-day conference in Berkeley. The conference focused on the latest research and developments in the field of economics. Bird was able to attend the conference thanks to a scholarship from the school. The conference was an important opportunity for Bird to network with other scholars and to learn about the latest research in the field.

Girls Asked To Help

The Occidental College campus is currently experiencing a shortage of girls to attend the school. The school is seeking to attract more girls to attend, in order to maintain a diverse student body. The school is offering financial incentives to girls who are interested in attending, and is seeking to provide a supportive and inclusive environment for all students.
Who's Who On the J. C. Campus

By JUAN ANBERN

In every student body, there are the socially polished, the part-time politicians, the grumblers, the fast talkers, the sincere students, the hard workers, the lazy ones, the intellectual, the athlete, the tycoon, the job-minded, the political, the musical, the art-minded, and the silent majority. 

But there are also the most interesting people among them. I am sure you know of some, but I'll bet you haven't thought of them before. Here are a few of the most interesting ones at the J. C. campus:

Randy is Collective
Stamp, Cole, and Fashions
Randy is the brash, big, loud, and rowdy type. He is always looking for a fight, and he is never afraid to start one. He is always ready to lend a hand. Randy is also known for his intelligence and his charm.

Beverly is the Girl
She is the girl who is always ready to help. She is always ready to lend a hand. She is also known for her intelligence and her charm.

James is the Teacher
He is always ready to help. He is always ready to lend a hand. He is also known for his intelligence and his charm.

You are all interesting, and you all have a unique personality. You are all important, and you all have a unique role to play. You are all unique, and you all have a unique identity.

The J. C. campus is full of interesting people. You are all unique, and you all have a unique personality. You are all important, and you all have a unique role to play. You are all unique, and you all have a unique identity.

This is the last page of the J. C. campus. You are all unique, and you all have a unique personality. You are all important, and you all have a unique role to play. You are all unique, and you all have a unique identity.
Future Decisions Rest On Us

Too many of us take a very small interest in events of nationwide importance. We are not aware of what's going on in the world. Not only that, we are not informed about the events that are happening in our own communities. There are many things that are happening in our own community that we are not aware of.

Students at UC Davis are just as interested in what's going on in the world as you are. They are just as interested in what's going on in their own community as you are. They are just as interested in what's going on in their own school as you are. They are just as interested in what's going on in their own lives as you are.

So why don't we all get involved and make a difference? If you're interested, there are many ways to get involved. You can join a club, volunteer, or even run for office. Whatever you choose to do, make sure you're making a difference and being part of the solution.

Candidates To Be Crowned At War or Stamp Dance

Student-Faculty Game Planned December 6

Candidates for the War of Stamp Dance were proposed by the ASB (Student Association) to be held Wednesday, December 6. If you wish to be considered for the dance, please submit your proposal to Student Activities Committee at the University of California campus. You may find more information at the University of California website.

Book Week

You're blowin' your hair and you're down in the dumps. You see, I have an idea to show the world how to turn your hair around and make it look great. Here's what you do:

1. Wash your hair thoroughly with shampoo.
2. Rinse your hair with cold water.
3. Apply a small amount of conditioner to your hair.
4. Let your hair air dry.
5. Style your hair as you normally would.

By following these steps, you can make your hair look great and have a great day!

J.C. Talent Assembly Is Tomorrow, Second Period

Capecassia Chair Puts To Combines With Bush Chair For Christmas

Rummage Sale Results

A rummage sale was held in the University of California campus on Saturday, December 1. The sale was a great success and a lot of people came out to shop. Many items were sold and the proceeds will be donated to the University of California Scholarship Fund.

Military Ball Will Be Held

Last week was a very special week at the University of California. We had a military ball that was attended by many soldiers and their families. The event was very successful and everyone had a great time.

What's Up?

According to William Daily, professor of English, the University of California campus is a very special place. He says that it is a place where you can learn a lot and have a great time.

Let's Talk About It

If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact me. I'm here to help and answer any questions or concerns you may have.
The faculty members are busily teaching the students. Everyone is focused on their lesson plans. The students are engaged and attentive. The atmosphere is one of learning and growth.

Some students are working on their research projects, while others are studying for upcoming exams. The library is a popular spot for quiet study, with students snuggling up in comfortable chairs and using the extensive resources available. The cafeteria buzzes with activity as students grab their meals and chat with friends.

As the day winds down, the school community comes together for events and activities. There are sports games, concerts, and other extracurriculars that bring everyone together to celebrate their shared experiences.

Overall, the school is a vibrant and welcoming place where students are encouraged to explore their interests, develop their skills, and build meaningful relationships.
Renaissance

By Jane Hunter

Success
The AIDS Ragmaged of Santa-

na craved over itself. Thanks to all those
who brought old clothes, etc. As the
process goes on, more clothes and
they look like we'll really have a
dance this year.

Last Chance
If Renaissance doesn't get into the
league there, will be very few more
basketball games, so come on - every-
one, even our own. Here are for the last
(2) events. Viva for the Maroon and
White!

Daylight
The following song was "swiped"
from the LADIES HOME JOURNAL.

1. Jeanie Girl-Ellie Dundich
2. Starry-Starry Night
3. Ebony-John Travolta
4. Ready-Body—Jf Young
5. Tobacco-Bill Russell
6. Pepper-Shaker—Barbara Wallace
7. BFG—Bob Steele (7)
8. Gravity Train—"Ah! no, sir!"

In English these mean (1) Attractive
Girl (2) Attractive Boy (3) Boy
with sex appeal (4) Girl with sex
appeal (5) Love (6) Good dancer (7)
Fast boy (big time operator) (8) Easy
course (9) Terrible.

Style
Have you checked those cute little
how ties in a Spring being worn by
the BJC fashion followers? Like
'em?

What's The Score?
While you're driving this week,
All the girls are working very hard
to make games. So come on, every-
one, turn out en masse for these last
 gatherings.

Big Problem
Some of our co-eds seem worried
about this week about getting transpor-
tation back from the Gardner-Winter
fashion show. Yes, it is true that there
are ways out of Taft, but none
back. How hot that? Well, there's
always old faithful, the thumb!

DO YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING EARLY
AT
WEILL'S

AND
WEILL'S MEN'S STORE